Kindly refer to the above subject.

**REQUIREMENT:**

M/s.Sreevasa Spinners Limited, Flat # 7, Vora Towers, C-89, Madhura Nagar, Yousufguda Road, Hyderabad 500 038 (mills at Katavaram village, Adakkal mandal, Mahaboobnagar - Dist - 509382) require the following used machines in running condition with latest model :-

1. Yarn conditioning machine - Elgi - 1 No
2. TFO machine - 2 Nos
3. Trash analyser - 1 No

Member mills having the above machines for disposal may kindly contact Mr. Sankar P, Assistant General Manager of the mills directly (e-mail ID: gm.sreevasa@gmail.com, Mobile No- +91 7702002650)

**DISPOSAL:**

M/s.Subadra Textile, Magadi Main Road, Agrahara Dasarahalli, Bangalore 560 079 (Tel:080 23352337/23300167, Fax:080 23304548, E-mail:subadratex@dataone.in,vsrajagopal2@gmail.com ), have following second hand machines in their unit located at Vinnavanur Unit, near Tiruvannamalai, Tamil Nadu for disposal, which are in running condition.

1. Lakshmi LK 250 Comber in running condition Year of make 1999 & 2002... 2 Nos.
2. Lakshmi Sliver lap machine Model: E2/4a, Year of make 1990 ... 1 No.

Interested members may kindly contact the above mill directly on the contact numbers given above.